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Multi-Cell Effects during Unclamped Inductive

Switching of Power MOSFETs
I. Pawel, R. Siemieniec and M. Rösch

Abstract—In this paper, we describe the crucial depen-
dence of avalanche behavior on epitaxial layer thickness
and gate resistance during unclamped inductive switch-
ing (UIS) especially for high currents for Power MOS-
FET devices employing field-plate compensation in the
drift region. All transient simulations were performed
using Medici’s Mixed-Mode simulation approach includ-
ing self-heating. A higher epitaxial layer thickness even-
tually resulted in a higher avalanche ruggedness but also
in higher on-state resistance. Thus, a trade-off exists.

I. Introduction

There is an ongoing demand for low-voltage power
MOSFET with low on-state resistance and good switch-
ing behavior. These devices are used for example in
DC-DC power supplies, AC-DC adapters, Class-D am-
plifiers and motor drives. In all these applications, atyp-
ical switching conditions can occur, particularly during
high voltage peaks, driving devices into the avalanche
mode due to the presence of a small parasitic induc-
tance. A good alternative in the desired voltage range
are transistors using the concept of field-plates for com-
pensation to realize a low on-resistance RDS(on) [1], as
shown in Fig. 1. Positive charges in the mesa region
(drift region) are compensated by negative charges on
field-plates. A thick oxide layer serves as insulator be-
tween these two charges. The breakdown capability is
mainly determined by the thickness of this oxide layer
and partly by the length of the drift region. In [2], a de-
tailed analysis of compensation structures is provided.
Previous work was done to predict, by means of nu-
merical simulations, the maximum avalanche current
Ias that the transistor is able to sustain. It was pos-
sible to realistically simulate the strong dependence of
avalanche current on process variations, especially for
small values of the parasitic inductance [3]. Under such
conditions the devices were usually destroyed at cur-
rent values lower than the expected limit for the case of
thermal destruction due to the formation of current fil-
aments, which is known as non-thermal destruction [4].
The UIS behavior has been studied thoroughly e.g.
in [5–7]. Also the effect of filamentation during UIS
was under investigation [8, 9]. The influence of gate re-
sistors on switching behavior of paralleled devices with
additional oscillation effects have been discussed pre-
viously [10–12]. Different gate resistors lead to unbal-
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Fig. 1. Compensation of positive donor charges in the n-region
by negative charges located on the field-plates

anced gate voltage and thus to unbalanced current dis-
tribution. We propose a simulation approach and pos-
sible explanation for unstable behavior leading to pre-
mature destruction in the event of UIS related to gate
resistances.

II. Experimental Results

Earlier work revealed a dependency of the maximum
sustainable avalanche current on on-state resistance
caused e.g. due to different epitaxial layer thickness [3].
Measurements on manufactured samples revealed the
occurrence of very short time to destruction, leading to
”needle-shaped” pulses in the drain voltage in the event
of unclamped inductive switching. This effect seemed
to aggravate for lower temperature. In order to under-
stand this effect we considered a typical chip layout. Its
most important items are shown in Fig. 2. We assume
the cells are arranged in stripes (dark grey in the figure).
Each stripe represents a trench in which a gate contact
is included. In our example the gate stripes are filled
with highly doped silicon and are contacted to a metal
runner at the trench ends. These metal runners are con-
nected to the gate pad which represents the interface to
the external circuitry. Considering this layout one can
assume that not all parts of the chip experience the
same internal gate resistance. In our simple approach,
the region (2) experiences a gate resistance RG2 consist-
ing of the poly silicon RPoly2, the metal runner RMetal2

and the metal runner RMetal1. Region (1), on the other
hand, has a reduced gate resistance consisting only of
RMetal1. In case of a switching event, Region (1) re-
sponds faster compared to Region (2). It is also worth



Fig. 2. Chip layout showing regions with different internal gate
resistances, thus different switching speeds

noting that the main contribution to the gate resistance
is from the used polysilicon.

III. Simulation

All simulations were performed incorporating the cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 3. It was first presented in [13]. It
consists of two identical transistor cells as well as ex-
ternal and internal elements. A dashed rectangle sym-
bolically separates the external circuitry from internal
elements. The internal gate resistors are introduced to
model the assumed chip layout of Fig. 2:

RG1 = RMetal1

RG2 = RMetal1 + RMetal2 + RPoly2 (1)

The additional drain resistors are zero unless stated ex-
plicitly. All internal (resistive) elements must be scaled
according to the size of the cells to get similar results.
Furthermore, we made the ”slower” cell 2 rather small
compared to the total chip area. Thus we were able to
simulate effects related to asymmetrical switching with
this simple approach as discussed before.

IV. Results and Discussion

In all analysis we assume transistor T2 to be ”slower”
as explained before. At first, we examined the influ-

Fig. 3. Simulation model used in this paper
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Fig. 4. Influence of internal gate resistance RG2 on
Max (J2/Jtotal) for different dEpi including self-heating ef-

fects. Jtotal = 15 Amm−2

ence of internal gate resistance RG2 on transient current
density J2 in cell 2 compared to total current density
over the entire chip Jtotal for different epitaxial layer
thicknesses dEpi. The maximum of the current den-
sity ratio in cell 2 compared to the total current den-
sity Max (J2/Jtotal) (concentration factor) occurs typ-
ically immediately after switching off the device with
still some gate voltage applied. It was extracted from
transient simulations (e.g. shown in Fig. 10). This pro-
cedure was repeated for different RG2 for each layer
thickness and eventually resulted in curves shown in
Fig. 4. A higher value of RG2 lead to an increase of
concentration factor. If RG2 exceeded a certain value
the current density in cell 2 rose steeply. This value
depended on the thickness of the epitaxial layer dEpi.
High current density was considered potentially haz-
ardous due to local self-heating effects. Small parts of
the chip could reach destructively high temperatures in
short range of time. With lower temperature the occur-
ring current concentration was higher due to steeper
transfer characteristic. If the current density in cell
2 exceeded a certain limit, the impact ionization gen-
eration center normally located at the trench bottom
relocated to the nn+ junction between epitaxial layer
and substrate. This critical current density can easily
be determined by extracting snap back currents for dif-
ferent gate voltages as done in [3] and shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. drain current as function of drain voltage for various VGS

with Vth ∼ 3V



TABLE I

Influence of additional layer resistance on

concentration factor Max (J2/Jtotal) with RG2 = 15 Ω

and Jtotal = 15 Amm
−2

structure dEpi1 dEpi1&∆REpi dEpi2

Max (J2/Jtotal) 100 11.77 6.45

A higher VGS leads to a higher snap back current.
A possible explanation for the influence of layer thick-
ness is as follows. An additional epitaxial layer imposes
a higher resistance due to increased layer thickness.
This in turn could lead to a decreasing concentration
factor. To verify this, we simulated two structures with
a thin epitaxial layer dEpi1 and a thicker layer dEpi2,
respectively. Furthermore, we artificially modelled a
higher layer thickness by setting the internal bulk drain
resistance values RD1 and RD2 for simulation of the
structure incorporating dEpi1 accordingly:

RD1 = RD2 = ∆REpi =
̺Epi · (dEpi1 − dEpi2)

A
, (2)

with ̺Epi the specific resistance of the epitaxial layer.
Indeed, we found an influence on concentration factor
with this simple approach. Table I summarizes the out-
come of this experiment. A higher resistance value led
to a lower concentration factor. Nevertheless, the effect
was more pronounced for the process-simulated increase
of layer thickness compared to the modelled increase
due to additional bulk resistors. The additional drain
resistance also led (mathematically) to a lower effective
mobility [14]. To foster this assumption, we also varied
the effective mobility in simulation and could indeed
find a similar influence. With lower mobility, thus re-
sulting in a higher resistance, the concentration factor
decreased. The effect of current concentration showed
only little dependency on doping concentration ND be-
low the onset of high current concentration. The critical
resistance value was higher for higher ND as depicted
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Fig. 6. Influence of internal gate resistance RG2 on
Max (J2/Jtotal) for different ND including self-heating ef-
fects. Jtotal = 15 Amm

−2

in Fig. 6. This could be explained by space-charge
modulation due to current density J flowing through
the space-charge region. With q, the electronic charge,
and vn, the saturation velocity of electrons, the effec-
tive net charge calculated to ρeff ≈ ND − J/ (q · vn).
The steep rise of current density in cell 2 set in when
the space-charge became neutral ρeff ∼ 0. To better
understand the nature of this effect, we also performed
simulations without self-heating. A comparison using
the same structure can be seen in Fig. 7. Both sim-
ulations showed qualitatively the same behavior. How-
ever, the effect was more pronounced, i.e. set in at a
lower value of the internal gate resistor RG2, if the self-
heating was turned off. This was again an indication
for the dependency on mobility. Mobility reduction led
to a higher resistance and thus to a lower concentration
factor.
The effect of applied total current density is shown in
Fig. 8 - 9. For both current densities, the current den-
sity J2 in cell 2 rises strongly. In case of a smaller total
current density, J2 drops to the overall current density
of the chip after short time, see Fig. 8. For a larger to-
tal current density, as depicted in Fig. 9, cell 2 remains
at high current density.
The influence of an external gate resistance RG is shown
in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. With larger RG the occurring cur-
rent concentration factor is dramatically reduced thus
leading to a safe switching behavior.

Under some circumstances oscillations developed.
The nature of oscillations depended on the internal and
external resistors and inductors. One possible cause
could be found in the improper choice of differential
gate resistors RGi [10]. Furthermore, if the external
gate resistance RG was increased the behavior was sup-
posed to be more unstable [12]. In our example, how-
ever, an increasing RG let the oscillations disappear, see
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. The frequency of oscilla-
tion didn’t depend on the value of load inductance. We
also varied the slope of the gate drive voltage dVG/dt. A
faster turn-off aggravated the tendency of oscillations.
A negative differential gate capacitance could also lead
to oscillations [12]. Indeed, we could find a negative dif-
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Fig. 7. Simulation of the effect of current concentration with and
without self-heating for thick dEpi. Jtotal = 15 Amm
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Fig. 8. Current density ratio of cell 2 and drain voltage for
RG2 = 4 Ω,RG = 1 Ω and Ias = 10 A. High current concen-
tration persisted only for short time.
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Fig. 9. Current density ratio of cell 2 and drain voltage for
RG2 = 4 Ω,RG = 1 Ω and Ias = 12 A. High current concen-
tration remained during switching.
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Fig. 10. Current density ratio of cell 2 and drain voltage for
RG2 = 4 Ω,RG = 25 Ω and Ias = 12 A. No significant cur-
rent concentration and no oscillations due to higher external
gate resistance occurred

ferential gate capacitance for high drain voltages which
is shown in Fig. 11.

V. Conclusion

We showed the influence of epitaxial layer thickness
dEpi on avalanche ruggedness for MOSFETs employ-
ing the field-plate compensation principle. Asymmetric
switching of different parts on the chip due to differ-
ent gate resistances, approximated with two cells, can
lead to instable behavior during UIS, especially immedi-
ately after the switching. Our analysis showed that ad-
ditional dEpi increases the available margin for current
concentration before instability sets in. This is due to
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Fig. 11. Gate-Source capacitance as function of gate voltage for
different drain voltages

the increased drain resistance. Thus, a trade-off exists
between on-state resistance and avalanche ruggedness.
Other dynamic parameters should also play a role in di-
mensioning the device, e.g. the reverse-recovery charge
Qrr which is important for some applications. Further
work will be done to incorporate more distributed cells
to gain further insight into device behavior.
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